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When it comes to health care, you and your co-workers are paying about eight percent higher premiums than you should. The Florida legislature should expand a hitch. More than 1,000 run to set the national exception. As our state prepares to add 6 million new residents, and finally Black Girls Run prolonged care coverage right. Than ever that we get health- care coverage right.

Several want Florida to ac-
sequently shift, protect tax-
and nurse practitioners to
they can serve as an alternative
to separate those dollars from
Medicaid expansion. To prevail,
out any promise of better out-
term security of Florida’s fu-
that’s why the Florida Chamber’s Healthcare Task Force, make up of volunteer business leaders from around Florida, developed a comprehensive Smarter Health Care Coverage in Florida plan. It embraces expanding coverage to all Floridians, achieving better outcomes and eliminating the $4 billion hidden healthcare tax that “shifted” onto Flori-
idians.

Some want Florida to ac-
cerned about the growth of federal entitlements and re-
ulty, limiting the overall fi-
tency to serve as an alternative
federal government hasn’t yet


The legislature should expand healthcare coverage to more Floridians, cut costs, and give you your eight percent back.

Making Florida more com-
chosen, and putting the long-
ter security of Florida’s fu-
ights. Right now, about 30
percent of Florida’s budget is already consumed by Medi-
-wise yet, those num-
ances are growing — expects-

as our state prepares to
add 6 million new residents by 2030, it’s more important
than ever that we get health-
care coverage right.

The Florida legislature should expand a hitch. More than 1,000 runners, totaling 56 women, followed by the Palm Beach Roadrunners with 49 wom-
and finally Black Girls Run with 42 women. This family-friendly race wound around the streets of Historic Lake Worth on a
tangents. And while the

Some want Florida to ac-
ccept more than $50 billion in federal tax dollars with-
out any promise of better out-
comes or elimination of the coverage for Floridians. To be clear, the Florida Cham-
ber has been consistently con-
erned about the growth of federal entitlements and re-
ulting erosion of our free-

That’s why the Florida Chamber’s Healthcare Task Force, make up of volunteer business leaders from around Florida, developed a compre-
ensive Smarter Health Care Coverage in Florida plan. It embraces expanding coverage to all Floridians, achieving better outcomes and eliminating the $4 billion hidden healthcare tax that “shifted” onto Flori-
idians.

Smart solutions to reducing major cost drivers, such as bil-
ion in healthcare fraud, in-
flated workers’ compensation reimbursements and medi-
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